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͉̲͛ͅġ
ġ ུࣂ͉Ȃ2007ා 9࠮̥ͣȂ1ාུشڠ୆ȪOYRȫ͂ ̱̀ ICU̦਋̫ව̹ͦಶژવٺ৪ Joseph Rees
͈඾ུࢊޗ֗͂ڠਠ঑׳ͅ۾̳ͥ༭̜࣬́ͥȃུ૽͈ၭٜͬං̀Ȃ৘ྴ͈͘͘ૂ༭ͬ࢖ٳ̳ͥȃ
̞̠͈͂͜ȂRees ͉ ICU ͈́ࠐࡑ̦ࢩ̩౶̭ͣͦͥ͂́Ȃಶژવٺ৪͈඾ུࢊޗ͈֗͒ၑٜ̦
ૺ͚̭͂ͬޑ̩བ̞̥̜ͭ́ͥͣ́ͥȃ 
ࣽ඾Ȃઁତ͉̜̦́ͥȂအș̈́વٺͬ༴̢̹ၣڠ୆̦඾ུࢊڠਠ৾ͤͅழ̞ͭ́ͥȃ̷͈༷֚
́Ȃ਋̫වͦͬݵ͚ޗ֗ܥ۾͜ઁ̩̞̈́̈́͂໳̞̞̀ͥȃ৘षȂRees ͜ၣڠ͈ܛབͬ੄̱̹ष
ͅȂICUոٸ͈ఱڠ̥͉ͣ਋̫වͦͬݵ๛̯̹͈̭̜ͦ͂͂́ͥȃવٺ৪̦͈̠̓̈́͢঑׳ͬຈ
ါ̱̞̥͂̀ͥͬߓఘഎͅ౶̭ͥ͂̽̀͢ͅȂࣽࢃ͉Ȃ̷̠̱̹ેޙͬ٨஝̴̧͉̜́ͥ́ͥȃ
ຊ৪͉Ȃવٺ৪͈࡞ࢊޗ͈֗୺࿝ز͉̞̦́̈́ȂReeș඾ུࢊޗ֗ίυΈρθȪJLPȫͬ၎ਘ̱
̞̹̀୬Ȃ৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͈΋ȜΟͻΥȜΠͬ౜൚̱̞̹̀ȃ̷͈ࠐࡑͬ൩̢͘ȂࣽٝȂ඾ུࢊͬ
ڠਠ̳ͥಶژવٺ৪͂̽̀ͅȂ̓ ͈̠̈́͢঑׳͞෻ၪ̦ຈါ͈̥̈́ͬ 4ࣜ࿒ͅ໦̫̀༭̱̹̞࣬ȃ 
̤̈́Ȃུࣂ͈डࢃͅȂReeș 2007ා 12࠮ 5඾ͅ ICU͈ Special Faculty Seminaŕอນ̱̹ࡔ
ࣂ͂Ȃܦ࣭ࢃ͈ 2008ා 9࠮ 3඾ͅ௣̧̹̽̀੥۰ͬࠇश̱̹ȃུ໲͈ඤယ͉Ȃ̷֚ͦͣ͂໐ਹ
ໝ̳ͥؿਫ਼̜ͥ͜ȃ̷ ͈ఈȂ඾ུࢊ͈·ρΑͬ౜൚̱̹ޗ֥͞ڠ୆ΙνȜΗȜ͈έͻȜΡΨΛ·Ȃ
΋ȜΑਞၭࢃ͈ Rees͈ͼϋΗΫνȜ̈́̓͜ત̳ٚͥȃ 
 
Ĳȅ ڠਠ৪ͬ౶̭ͥ͂ġ
ġ વٺ͈೾ഽ͉͂ͤ͜͢Ȃવٺͬ঵̾ڠ୆͈࡞ࢊڠਠ༹͈༷͞࿒എȂΣȜΒ͉အș̜́ͥȃ͈̓
̠̈́͢঑׳̦ຈါ̜̥́ͥͬࣉ̢ͥષ́Ȃڠਠ৪̧͈̭̺̫͂ͬ́ͥߓఘഎͅ౶̤̩̭͉̽̀͂
ະخ̜ࠧ́ͥȃ̹͘Ȃུ૽͈ါབ̧̺̫ͬ́ͥఄਹ̳̭ͥ͂͜དྷ͉̞ͦ̀̈́ͣ̈́ȃ 
Rees͉ 1986ා୆͈ͦ͘ͼΆςΑ૽ڠ୆̜́ͥȃಶژͅ୶ഛഎ̈́વٺͬ঵̞̽̀ͥȃࣞਔ෨ତ
͈إ̦཰ͭ̓໳̴̢̭Ȃ૽ࢥඤী͂ Radio-Aid͂ࡤ͊ͦͥܕߓ͈੩̫ͬৰͤ̀Ȃٛ დ͈ 20ɓ̥ͣ
25ɓ೾ഽͬၑ̧ٜ̳̭͉ͥ͂́ͥȃ༦إ͉໳̧໦̫̦ͣͦͥȂঊإͬಶ̧͈͉৾ͥඳ̱̞̞̠͂
̭̜͂́ͥȃၰ૶͉ಶژવٺ৪͉̩́̈́Ȃ਀დ͉ঀ̴ͩȂঊ͈̥̓ࣼͣ͜ਔս͈͂΋ηνΣΉȜ
Ώοϋ͉࢛൮̧࣐̹́̈́ͩͦ̀ȃςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈȪඋૠ੅ȫ̜́ͥȃ 
ICU͈ OYṞ͂̀ြ඾̱̹শ͉ 20प́ȂΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠȪThe University of Sheffieldȫ͈
ڠ୆̜̹́̽ȃြ඾͉ˎഽ࿒́Ȃࣞࢷ୆͈শȂˎ਩ۼ͕̓ࢺ࡫୼ߊͅγȜθΑΞͻ̱̞ͬ̀ͥȃ
ͼΆςΑ͉Ȃવٺͬ঵̾ڠ୆͈ਖڠ͈̹͛ͅ੩଼߄ͬ୭̫̤̀ͤȂ̈́ ̥́͜ΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠ
͉Ȃಶژવٺ৪͈͒঑׳̦ਰ৘̱̞̭̀ͥ͂́ခྴ̜́ͥȃRees͉ȂΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠ͉́Ȃ
ոئ͈ː͈̾঑׳ͬ਋̫̞̹̀ȃ 
 
ˍȅ ਎ުಎȂޗ֥ͅ Radio-Aidͬਉ̥ͣ௡಍̱̠̀ͣ͜ȃ 
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ˎȅ ڎ਎ުͅΦȜΠΞȜ΃Ȝ̫ͬ̾Ȃ਎ުඤယܱͬ჏̱̠̀ͣ͜ȃ 
ˏȅ ਎ުඤယ͈ږ෇͈̹͛Ȃ਎ުٸͅࡢ༆ঐ൵ͬ਋̫ͥȃ 
ːȅ দࡑশۼͬ 25ɓ೾ഽȂװಿ̱̠̀ͣ͜ȃ 
 
Radio-Aid ͉Ȃࠈఝഩდ̩̞͈ͣ΍ͼΒ͈͈́͜Ȃ৽̱͂̀Ȃ਎ުಎȂޗ֥͈ਉ̥ͣ೹̬ͥࠁ́
ঀဥ̯ͦͥȃRadio-Aid ͉ͅˏਅ႒͈୨ͤఢ̢δΗϋ̦̞̤̾̀ͤȂ̷ͦ̽̀͢ͅঀ̞༷̦։̈́
̞̽̀ͥȃ႕̢͊Ȃ·ρΆ൦ა࣐̠̈́̓ͬ̈́ાࣣ͉ȂRadio-Aid ͬܟ͈ષͅ౾̧Ȃࢩํս͈إ
̦ਚ̢ͥδΗϋͬ؋̳ȃխ̞͉ȂΩȜΞͻȜ͈শ͉̈́̓Ȃ༆͈δΗϋͬ؋̳̭͂́Ȃచ࿂৪͈อ
დ͈͙ͬॼ̱Ȃॠإͬ৭౯̧̳̭̦ͥ͂́ͥȃ̹̺ȂRadio-Aid ͉Ȃ௡಍̱̞̀ͥޗ঍͈อდͬ
௣̦ͥȂ̷ͦͅచ̳ͥڠ୆͈฽؊͉௣૞̯̞ͦ̈́ȃ̷̢ͦ͠Ȃޗ৒͉́ज༷ͤͬࢥຳ̱Ȃ஠֥͈
࢛ૠ̦ࡉ̢̳̞̠͢͞ͅȂڠ୆̦܃̩ज͈ͥ̈́̓෻ၪ̦ຈါ̜́ͥȃࢵͅȂΦȜΠΞȜ΃Ȝͬ෻
౾̱Ȃޗ৒ඤ͈ࡍͤ৾ͤͬ੥̧ၣ̠̭͛̀ͣ͂͜͜ຈါ̜́ͥȃςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ͉Ȃ൚ட͈
̭̦͂̈́ͣȂޗ঍̦โ੥̱̦̈́ͣ୰ྶ̱̹ͤȂௗ͈ஜͅၛ̽̀อდ̱̹̳ͤͥ͂Ȃ࢛ૠ̦ږ෇́
̴̧Ȃඤယ͈ၑٜ̦ඳ̱̩̈́ͥȃ̹͘Ȃ඾ུࢊ͈ςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ͉ͅະ۝͈ͦ̈́́Ȃ்̩დ
̯ͦͥ͂ςΛίΩΗȜϋ͈෇ে̦ඳ̱̞̈́̓Ȃܜ̥̾ಕփ̧̳͓ത̜ͥ͜ȃࢵͅȂςΛίςȜΟ
ͻϋΈ͉ͅࡢ૽ओ̦̜ͤȂ௖਀̦ාಿ৪̜͕́ͥ̓ඳ̱̩̠̜̈́ͥ́ͥ͢ȃාႢ̦৹̩̀͜Ȃ࢛
͈൲̧̦઀̯̞ાࣣ͞Ȃ࢛̬̦̜̠͌ͥ̈́͢ાࣣ͜ඳ̱̞ȃݙͅȂ૸૦ͤ਀૦̦ͤఱ̧̞૽͉໦
̥̳̩ͤ͞Ȃഐ୨̈́δΟͻρϋΊȜΐ͉ၑٜͬ੩̫͈̭̜ͥ͂͂́ͥȃ 
Rees͉ȂΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠවڠஜͅȂHendon Secondary Schooĺ 4ා 2ώ࠮Ȫ਩ͅ 2শۼȫ
඾ུࢊͬ၎ਘ̱̞̦̀ͥȂ൚੝͉έρϋΑࢊͬ஖̷఼̱̹̠̜́ͥȃ̱̥̱̦̈́ͣȂέρϋΑࢊ
͉໳̧̞৾ͦ̈́إ̦ఉ̩Ȃ၎ਘͬ౯ැ̱̹ȃষͅȂΡͼΜࢊ͈၎ਘͬࣉ̢̹̦ȂΡͼΜࢊ͉೩ਔ
෨͈إ̦ఉ̩Ȃ̹͈࢞͘؈́อإ̯̹ͦͥ͛ȂςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ̦ඳ̱̩Ȃ൳အͅ၎ਘͬ౯ැ
̵̰ͥͬං̥̹͈̜̈́̽́ͥȃ̭͈̠͢ͅȂ඾ུࢊͬ஖఼̱̹͈͉ȂέρϋΑࢊ͞ΡͼΜࢊͅ๤
͓̀Ȃอإ͈ಶ̧̦৾ͤယօ̺̹̹̜̦̽͛́ͥȂ̢͉̞͂Ȃٸ࣭ࢊڠਠ̦ఱ̧̈́ಯ୽̜̭́ͥ
͂ͅ་͉̞ͩͤ̈́ȃ൚ட͈̭̦͂̈́ͣȂ඾ུࢊ͈ςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈͅ۝͉ͦͥ́͘ͅȂఉ̩͈
শۼ͂Ⴛႁͬါ̳ͥȃ႕̢͊Ȃ඾ུࢊ͈إ୊ͅ۾̱͉̀Ȃȶ̢̜̞̠̤ȷ͈̈́̓༦إ͈໳̧໦̫
͉ͅ࿚ఴ̦ྫ̥̹̦̽Ȃȶ̻Ȫchiȫȷȶ̱Ȫshiȫȷȶ̳Ȫsuȫȷȶ̾Ȫtsuȫȷ͈إ͈໳̧໦̫̦අͅඳ
̱̥̹̽͂ࢊ̞̽̀ͥȃ 

ĳȅ ڠਠ৪͈ܛབͬఄਹ̳ͥġ
Rees͈୺ࢲ͉ Japanese StudiesȪ඾ུࡄݪȫ̜́ͥȃΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠ́ 1ා 6ώ࠮Ȫ਩ͅ 6
শۼȫ඾ུࢊͬ༓ޑ̱̥̀ͣြ඾̱̹ȃICUවڠশ͈඾ུࢊτασͅచ̳ͥুࡨບث͉ȂReading
͂Writing̦ good́ȂSpeaking͂ Listening̦ Faiŕ̜̹̽ȃΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠ͈ાࣣ͉Ȃwritten 
Japanese͞ Translation skillșಎ૤͈̠́͢Ȃমஜ಺औ੥͉ͅȂICU͈ JLṔ Speakingͬ౫̢Ȃ
ΥͼΞͻή͈̠̈́͢อإ̹̞̈́ͤ͂ͅ࿒എ̦ܱ̯̞ͦ̀ͥȃ̷͈ఈȂ૧̱̞۪ޏ͞୆ڰȂ࿻̺̻
͈͒ޟྙ͜ၣڠ͈൲ܥ̱͂̀ݷ̬̞ͣͦ̀ͥȃ 
OYR ͈૧ڠܢ͉ 9 ࠮ͅইͥ͘ȃΏͿέͻȜσΡఱڠ͈඾ུࡄݪ͈ڠ୆͈ાࣣȂJLP ͉ຈਘش
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࿒̜́ͤȂ̷͈ષȂၣڠ͈࿒എ͜඾ུࢊޗ̜̹͈֗̽́ͅȂRees ͉ਝڠܢ̥ͣͼϋΞϋΏή΋
ȜΑͬܛབ̱̹ȃͼϋΞϋΏή΋ȜΑ͉Ȃ࠮ဟ඾̥ͣ߄ဟ඾́͘Ȃ1඾ 4΋ζȪ1΋ζ͉ 70໦ȫ
͈΋ȜΆ̜ͥȃίτͼΑιϋΠȆΞΑΠ͈ࠫضȂͼϋΞϋΏή Ȫˎ੝ݭࢃ฼̥ͣಎݭஜ฼́͘ȫ
ͬ਋࣒̳̭̹ͥ͂̈́̽ͅȃΞ΅ΑΠ͉Ȃஜ฼̦ȸICU͈඾ུࢊ Japanese for College StudentsȹVol. 
3́Ȃࢃ฼̦ȸ඾ུࢊಎݭ J301ȹȪΑςȜ΀ȜΥΛΠχȜ·ȫͬঀဥ̱̹ȃ4ܿෝͬ࿌္̱̹΋Ȝ
Ά̜ͤȂΞ΅ΑΠ͈ඤယͬڠਠ̳ͥఈͅȂࡿࢃ͈·ρΑͬಎ૤ͅ SpeakingȂExtra ReadingȂVideoȂ
Listening͈·ρΑ̦୭̫̞̹ͣͦ̀ȃ 
ਝڠܢ͉ȂΫΟ΂͂ςΑΣϋΈ͈·ρΑȪ਩ࠗͅ 2΋ζȫ͈͒੄୘ͬগ͛Ȃࡢ༆৾ͤͅ੄̱਎
ު࣐̹ͬ̈́̽ȃ൚੝ȂΫΟ΂͈·ρᾼ͜੄୘̳ͥထ೰̜̹̦́̽Ȃඤယ̦ͺΣι͈ȸ͈͂̈́ͤ
ΠΠυȹ̜̹̹́̽͛ȂςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ̦ඳ̱̩Ȃ੄୘ͬ౯ැ̱̹ȃ਩ 2΋ζ͈৾ͤ੄̱਎
ު͉Ȃ඾ུࢊޗ਎༹ IɕIIͬਘၭ̱̹ໝତ͈඾ུ૽ڠ୆̦࢐య́౜൚̱Ȃ7਩ۼ́ࠗ 14͈ٝ৾ͤ
੄̱਎ު࣐̹ͬ̈́̽ȃ̤̈́Ȃ൚੝͉ȂΙνȜΗȜͬ 1૽̥ 2૽ͅࡥ೰̳̭ͥ͂ͬࣉ̢̹̦Ȃ̴͘
஠֥͂࿂౴̱උૠ͈̱օ̯ͬ฻౯̱̹̀ͣ̽ࠫ͜ضȂ̓ ͈඾ུ૽ڠ୆͜࿚ఴ̞̞̠͈̈́͂́Ȃ࢐
య́౜൚̳ͥࠁ̹ͬ৾̽ȃ̹͘ȂJLP଼͈ୡບث͉ͅȂ৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͈໐໦͉܄̴͘Ȃ஠ఘ͈ڬ
ࣣ̥ͣΫΟ΂Ȫ5ɓȫ͂ςΑΣϋΈȪ6ɓȫͬੰ̞̀ࠗॳ̯̹ͦȃ 
ൃڠܢ̧֨͜௽̧ͼϋΞϋΏήˏ̭̹ͬ৾ͥ͂̈́̽ͅȃ୶ڠܢ͈ͼϋΞϋΏήˎ͂൳အȂExtra 
ReadingȂVideoȂListening͈·ρΑ̦୭̫ͣͦȂ̷͈ఈͅίυΐͿ·ΠχȜ·͈·ρΑ͂Ȃ̷ͦ
ͅັଟ̱̀Ȃอນ͈੔๵͞ႯਠȂ൦ა͈̹͈͛·ρΑ͜୭̫̹ͣͦȃ੝ಎݭ͈ࢊᏃۧ͞ল͈໘ਠ
̈́̓͜ഐ࣐̹ܽ̈́̽ȃͼϋΞϋΏήˏ͉ಎݭࢃ฼̥ͣષݭτασ͈͒ޘള̱̈́ͥͅ΋ȜΆȂΞ
΅ΑΠ͉ȸ඾ུࢊಎݭ JˑˌˍȹȪΑςȜ΀ȜΥΛΠχȜ·ȫͬঀဥ̱Ȃࢃ฼͉ષݭτασͬփে
̱̹୆ޗऺ͂Ȃ઀୰͈උٜ͂ήΛ·ςΫνȜ̦ဥփ̯̞̹ͦ̀ȃ 
ͼϋΞϋΏήˏ́͜ȂςΑΣϋΈ͈·ρᾼ͉੄୘̵̴Ȃ਩ͅ 1΋ζ͈৾ͤ੄̱਎ުͅ४ح̱
̹ȃࣽڠܢ͜Ȃ඾ུ૽ڠ୆̦࢐య́ࡢ༆ঐ൵࣐̞ͬ̈́Ȃ଼ୡບث̥͉ͣςΑΣϋΈȪ5ɓȫͬੰ
ٸ̱̹ȃ༷֚ȂΫΟ΂͈·ρΑ͉Ȃུ૽͈ܛབͬఄਹ̱̀Ȃड੝̥ͣ੄୘̱̹ȃͼϋΞϋΏήˏ
͈·ρΆঀဥ̱̹ΫΟ΂ޗऺ͉ȂȶτϋΗσρήȷȪΡρζȫȶίυΐͿ·Π˴ȷȪΦϋέͻ·Ώ
οϋȫȶ·υȜΒͺΛί࡛యȷȪඅਬΣνȜΑȫ͈ˏུ̜́ͥȃષݭ΋ȜΆ͜ঀဥ̱̞̀ͥޗऺ
͈̹͛ȂȶτϋΗσρήȷͬੰ̞͉̀Ȃಎݭࢃ฼͈ڠ୆͉͞͞ͅඳ̱̥̹̠̺̽͢ȃ 
ΫΟ΂͈·ρΑͬ౜൚̱̹ޗ֥ͥ͂͢ͅȂReesྀ͉ٝ੄୘̱Ȃ͢ ̩อ࡞̱̞̹̠̜̀́ͥ͢ȃ
ུ૽͜ȶඳ̱̥̹̦̽Ȃ܎ಫ͙̹̥̹̽̀̽ȃΫΟ΂͈ণಶ͉ၻ̞ࠐࡑ̺̹̽ȷ͂დ̱̞̀ͥȃ
୶ڠܢ͉ͺΣιȜΏοϋ̺̹͈̽́ȂΫΟ΂͈·ρᾼ४ح̴̧́Ȃॼැͅএ̞̹̠̽̀́͢Ȃ
ȶু໦ͬඅ༆ե̵̴̞Ȃٯ͂൳̲̠͢ͅե̩͚̱̽̀ͦ̀ͧܘ̱̥̹̽ȷ͂ۜேͬ੆͓̞̀ͥȃ
ಶྀ̧͉৾ͤٝȂχȜ·ΏȜΠͅಶ̧̹͈৾ͦͬ͜੥̵̧ࣺ̹͘ȃْ ࿂̥ͣდ̱਀͈࢛ૠ͈൲̧
̦฻౯̧͈́ͥ͜͞ȂΣνȜΑ̈́̓ল͈ྃ੄͈͉ͥ͜࿚ఴ̩̈́ಶ̧৾ͦȂ̷ ͈ࢃ͈დ̱ࣣ̞̤ͅ
̞̀͜ၻ̩อ࡞̱̹̦Ȃݙͅإ୊̺̫͈ાࣣ͉ඳ̱̩Ȃ஠̩݈აͅ४ح̧̥̹́̈́̽ȃ̷ ͦ́͜Ȃ
ྀٝ෎૤ͅ·ρᾼ४ح̱ȂΟͻΑ΃ΛΏοϋ̈́̓͜΋ϋΞ·ΑΠ̥ͣඤယͬଔ௶̧̠́ͥ̈́͢
໐໦̞͉̾̀ͅȂୟޭഎͅอ࡞̱̞̹̀ȃΣνȜᾼ͉૧੄ࢊᏃ͜ఉ̩Ȃ࢛ૠ̥ͣإ͉໦̥̽̀
͜Ȃౙࢊ͈փྙ̦ၑ̧ٜ̞́̈́ાࣣ̜̹͈̽́͜Ȃল̦̜ྃ̽̀͜Ȃඤယ͉̽̀͢ͅඳ̱̞͂ۜ
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̲̹̭̜̹̠̜͂̽́ͥ͜͢ȃ 
 
3ȅ ঑׳͉͂௖ࡽ࢐ၠ͈ા̜́ͥ 
୶͜ͅ੆͓̹̠͢ͅȂ৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͉඾ུࢊޗ֥ူ଼ίυΈρθͬ਋࣒̱̹඾ུ૽ڠ୆̦࢐య
́౜൚̱̹ȃ΋ȜΟͻΥȜΠ̱̞̲̹̭̺̦ͬ̀̀ۜ͂Ȃ৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͉൳ଲయ͈ڠ୆൳আ͈࢐
ၠ͈ા̜́ͤȂ൳শͅڠ͍͈ા̹̠̜̈́̽́ͥ͜͢ͅȃ̷͈༷֚́Ȃ͈̓ڠ୆͂̽̀͜ͅಶژવ
ٺ৪͈඾ུࢊޗ͉֗੝͈͛̀ࠐࡑ̜̹͈́̽́Ȃવٺͅ۾̧̱͈̠ࣣ̀̓࢜̽̀͢ͅၻ̞̥໦̥
̴ͣȂવٺ͈೾ഽ̞̾̀ͅၚೄͅ໳̫̞̞̠̠̈́͂̈́͢׿ၪ̜̹̠̜̽́ͥ͜͢ȃ 
৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͉Ȃུ૽͈ܛབͬ࿹୶̱Ȃอإঐ൵͞උ͙͈Ⴏਠͬಎ૤࣐̈́ͩͦͅȂྖ௷͈̞̩
ඤယ̜̹̠̺́̽͢ȃ̷͈ఈȂඋ̺ͭඤယͅ۾̱̀დ̱ࣣ̹̱̹͈̽ͤ́͜ȂͼϋΗΫνȜদࡑ
͜ͅ࿨ͅၛ̹͈̭̜̽͂͂́ͥȃ̤̈́ȂΙνȜΗȜ̞̺̦̾̀ͅȂܖུഎ͉ͅ൳̲૽̦ၻ̞̦Ȃ
උૠ̦໦̥̳̫ͤͦ͊͞Ȃໝତ́͜ఱસຳ͈̭̜͂͂́ͥȃ1చ 1͈ࡢ༆ঐ൵̜́ͤȂ̞̾͜გ
̥́͞ڢ̷̱̠̈́໱սܨ͈͂͜ঐ൵̦࣐̞̹̈́ͩͦ̀ȃ 
ոئ͉Ȃ৾ͤ੄̱਎ުͬ౜൚̱̹ڠ୆̥͈ͣέͻȜΡΨΛ·̜́ͥȃࣜ࿒༆ͅؿૄ੥̧́া̱
̹̹͛Ȃࡔ໲೒͉̞̦ͤ́̈́Ȃඤယ̷͉͈̜́ͥ͘͘ȃ 
 
Ȫ1ȫΙνȜΗȜ͈षͅȂඅͅܨ̫̹ͬ̾ത͉ة̥ȃ 
z ळ̥̞อإ͈֑̞ͅಕփ̱̀Ȃ̧̧̺̫͉́ͥ̽ͤ͂อإ̳̠ͥ͢ͅ૤̦̫̹ȃ 
z ઁ̱͈ۼ֑̞́͜ഁୃ̳̠̱̹ͥ͢ͅȃ 
z උૠ̧̦̠́ͥ͢ͅȂ̴̽͂܏ͬષ̬̀Ȃ௖਀͈܏ͬࡉ̀დ̱̹ȃ 
z ୊ͬఱ̧̩Ȃ1.5෼̩̞ͣ੄̱̹ȃ 
z ࿒ͬࡉ̩̀̽ͤ͠დ̱̹ȃ 
z ၑٜ̱̞̥̠̥̀ͥ̓Ȃ೒ુͤ͢ઁ̱ఉ͛ͅږ෇̱̹ȃ 
 
Ȫ2ȫঐ൵ષȂඳ̱̞̲̹̭͉͂ۜ͂ة̥ȃ 
z අ̥̹̈́̽ͅȃ 
z ே௨̱̞̹̠̀̈́͢ඳ̱̯͉̥̹̈́̽ȃ 
z ळ̥̈́อإȪ႕̢͊ȶ̱͟ȷ͂ȶ̻͟ȷ͈̠̈́͢ȫ͈ഁୃͅȂةഽ͜฽໘Ⴏਠ̱̫ͬ̈́ͦ͊
̞̭̜̹̈́ͣ̈́͂̽͜ȃ 
 
Ȫ3ȫ̭̠̳ͦ͊ၻ̥̹̽͂এ̠ത͉̜̥ͥȃ 
z อإͬਹതഎ̽̀͞ͅဳ̱̞͈̭̺̹͈͂͂̽́Ȃ໲ડͬඋͭ́อإ͈̤̥̱̭̈́͂ͧ͞Ȃ
උ̥̹͛̈́̽ۧলͬೄ̱̹ͤȂ͜ ̠֚ഽඋ̹ͭ́ͣ̽ͤ͜Ȃࢃͅ௽̫̀උ̹ͭ́ͣ̽ͤ͂͜
̞̠̠̭̱̹̈́͂ͬ͢ȃ̞̾͜Ȃ͕ ͂ͭ̓උ͙̺̫̱̞̈́̽̀͘ͅȂඤယ́͘ळ̧̥̩́̈́
̥̹̽ȃ 
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z อإͅ۾̱͉̀Ȃळ̥̞ۼ֑̞Ȫృത̦̞̞̞̾̀̈́ȂݙͅȂ་̈́ؿਫ਼ͅັ̞̞̀ͥ̈́̓ȫ
̦ఉ̥̹̽ͤȂ֚ ٝ࿒́ୃ̱̩උ͛̀͜ষ́ۼ֑̱̹̳̭̜̹͈̽̀̽ͤͥ͂̽́͘͜Ȃة
ഽ߫ͤ͜༐̱Ⴏਠ̧̹́ͣၻ̥̹̽ȃ 
z ͈̠̓͢ͅΙνȜΠςͺσ̱ͬ̀ဳ̱̞̥໳̩ܥٛͬఉ̩঵̀͊ၻ̥̹̽ȃ 
z ̽͂͜વٺ͈ેఠ̞̾̀ͅ౶̤̫̽̀͊ၻ̥̹̽͂এ̠ȃུ ૽͉̠̱̓̀͜ͅ໳̧̥̿ͣ̽
̹ȃ 

Ȫ4ȫඅͅ঑׳̦ຈါ̺̲̹͂ۜത͉ة̥ȃ 
z ඾ུࢊ͈ςΒθ͉ȂςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ̥̺̫͉ͣ́ਠං̱̩̞͈͉̞̥́̈́͂ͅএ̠ȃུ
૽͜Ȃু໦͈დ̱༷̦ၠರ̺͉͂এ̢̞̈́͂࡞̞̹̽̀ȃ 
z ๞͈඾ུࢊෝႁ஠ఘ̥ͣࡉͥ͂Ȃඅͅอإ̦ߎ਀̠̲̹̈́ۜ͢ͅȃةഽ͜൳̲̭͂ͧͬۼ֑
̢̹ͤȂȶ̻͡ȷ̦ȶ̻͟ȷ̞̹̈́̽̀ͤͅȂ֚ഽಕփ̱̀ೄ̽̀͜Ȃষ̹͘ͅ൳̲ۼ֑̞
̳̭̜̹ͬͥ͂̽͜ȃ 
 
Ȫ5ȫ໳̧৾ͤͅ۾̱̀࿚ఴ͉̜̹̥̽ȃ 
z ̭̻͈ͣอდ̦໳̧̞̠̭͉৾ͦ̈́́ࣾͥ̈́͂͢ྫ̥̹̽ȃ 
z ໦̥̞ͣ̈́ౙࢊ̦੄̧̀̀Ȃ໳̧̞̞̠̭৾ͦ̈́͂͂ոٸ͉අͅྫ̥̹̽ȃ 
z ޗ৒ඤ͉͂։̈́ͤȂ࡫ٸ͉́Ȃॠإ̦ఉ̞͂Ȃ໳̧৾ͤͅ࿚ఴ̦੄̳̩̠̺̈́ͥ͢͞ȃ 
 
Ȫ6ȫΙνȜΠςͺσ̱ͬ̀ܨ̞̹̿ത͉ة̥ȃ 
z ̞̾͂̀͜͜ஜ̧࢜ͅ܎ಫ̞̹͈̽̀́Ȃޗ̢ͣͦ̀Ȃ͂̀͜ڢ̱̥̹̽ȃ 
z ུ൚ͅ෎૤̈́ڠ୆́Ȃ୩̞ΙνȜΗȜ͈জͬ੩̫̩̠̱̞̹̀ͦ͂̀͢ȃদࡑࠫض͉ȂςȜ
ΟͻϋΈ଼͈ୡ̦̜ͤ͘ၻ̩̞͈̭̺̹̈́͂͂̽ȃΑάȜ΅ϋΈ͈শ͉ߗܨͅ੥̞̜̀ͥ໲
লͬএ̞຾̥͓̀Ȃ̷ͦͬඋ͚̲ۜ́დ̱̞̀ͥ͂ࢊ̞̹̽̀ȃ 
z ྶ̩ͥ̀͂̀͜൮͈ၻ̞ڠ୆ȃ֚ഽژ̢̹ۧল͞ౙࢊ͈උ͙༷Ȃဲလ͉̈́̓Ȃষͅ੄̧̹̀
শͅژ̢̞̀̀Ȃ඾ུࢊͬ༓ޑ̳ͥփܨࣺ͙̦ഥ̩ͩ̽̀ͥȃྀٝȂু໦̥̹̞̭ͣͤ͂͞
ͬ೹া̱̩͈̳̞̀ͦͥ́ͤ͞͞ȃࢡܗ૤،େ́Ȃ໲ا͞ TV͈დ̈́̓༓ޑոٸ͈̭̹͂͜
̩̯ͭდ̱̹ȃজ͂̽̀ܲͅਹ̈́ࠐࡑ̹̈́̽ͅȃ 
 
ĵȅ ু ࡨບث̭ͬࣞ͛ͥ͂Ȃ৻തͬ౶̭ͥ͂ġ
ြ඾̥ͣ 6 ώ࠮ً̨̦̹ࣼȂRees ͅͼϋΗΫνȜ࣐̞ͬ̈́Ȃ඾ུ͈୆ڰ͞඾ུࢊڠਠ̞̾ͅ
͈̀အঊͬ໳̞̹ȃRees ͉Ȃြ඾൚੝̥ͣȂ΅λϋΩΑඤ͈౳ঊၲͅਯ̞̹ͭ́ȃ̷͈̹͛Ȃ
၌༒଻̯̭̦ͥ͂̈́ͣ͜Ȃ։໲ا͈ಎ́୆ڰ̳ͥΑΠτΑ͞ࡧඊۜͅේ̴̯ͦ͘ͅफ̺ͭ͂ࢊ̽
̞̀ͥȃ̹͘ȂICU͉઀ܰ࿅͈ఱڠ͈̈́́Ȃز௼എ̈́໱սܨ̦̜ͤȂݳ૤౷̦ၻ̥̹̽͂͜੆͓
̞̀ͥȃ̹͘ȂJLPͅ۾̱̺̦̀ȂͼΆςΑ͉ȶඋ͙੥̧ȷཱུ͞࿫̦ಎ૤̺̦ȂICU͉ಶ̩̭͂
͞დ̳̭͂͜ͅႁͬව̤ͦ̀ͤȂ඾ུࢊෝႁ́ະ௷̱̞̀ͥതͬ༞̧̠̭̦̹͈̭̜͂́͂͂́
ͥȃࢵͅȂJLP͉শۼତ͜਽ఴ͜ఉ̩Ȃڠܢಎ͉͂̀͜๦̹̦ͦȂै໲͈਽ఴ̳̭ͬͥ͂́Ȃ඾
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ུࢊͬ੥்̩̭̩̹̠͂̈́̽͜͢ͅএ̠͂੆͓̞̀ͥȃ 
΋ȜΑಎ֚ͅ๔ඳ̱̞̲̹͈͉͂ۜȂ૧੄ౙࢊ͈ၑٜ̺̹̠̜̽́ͥ͢ȃಎષݭ͈ાࣣ͉Ȃ୆
ޗऺ͜ե̠͈́Ȃྚਠ͈ౙࢊ̦ఉ̞ȃςΑΣϋΈ͈ાࣣȂ༦إͬಶ̧̩̭͉̦͂́ͥȂঊإ̦໳
̢̭̞͈̈́́Ȃౙࢊͬ஠໐੥̧͈͉৾ͥඳ̱̞ȃ̹͘Ȃ̢̹͂ঊإ̦ಶ̧৾ͦ̀͜Ȃ૧̱̞ౙࢊ
͈ાࣣ͉Ȃۧলͬ੥̞̹ͤȂփྙͬଔ௶̧̱̹̳̭̦̞ͤͥ͂́̈́ȃ̭͈̠̈́͢ાࣣȂΦȜΠΞ
Ȝ΃Ȝ̦̞ͦ͊Ȃڠਠ৪͈ႋͅज̽̀਎ުඤယͬ஠໐੥̧̩͈͂͛̀ͦͥ́Ȃಶ̧̦̈́ͣΦȜΠ
ͬඋ̧͚̭͂́͜ȂჃͦͬཡ̧̪̭̦͂́ͥȃΦȜΠΞȜ΃Ȝ͉୲చͅຈါ̈́঑׳͈̜֚̾́ͥȃ 
ࣽٝȂRees͈঑׳ͅ۾ͩ̽̀Ȃܨ̞̹̭̦̿͂ 2ത̜̹̽ȃ1ത࿒͉Ȃུ૽͈ুࡨບث͈೩̯
̜́ͥȃ৾ͤ੄̱਎ުͬ౜൚̱̹ڠ୆̹̻͈΋ιϋΠ̜̹̠̽͜͢ͅͅȂRees ͉ఱ་ͅ૯࿂࿒
̈́ڠ୆̜́ͥȃͼϋΞϋΏήˎɕˏ͈ΰΛΡ࣒঍͜Ȃୟޭ଻Ȃ࢜ڠ૤Ȃ༓ޑၾȂอდ͈ఉ̯Ȃς
ȜΘΏΛί̩ͬࣞບث̱̞̹̀ȃ৘षȂ޲༓̈́ڠ୆́Ȃ֚඾ˑশۼոષͬ඾ུࢊ͈༓ޑͅ๯̱͞
̞̹̀ȃඤယ͉Ȃ਽ఴ͞Ȃံ඾͈·ͼΒ͈༓ޑȂ૧੄ࢊᏃۧ͞ল͈ճܱȂထਠ̜̈́̓́ͥȃ඾ུ
ࢊෝႁ̩ࣞ͜Ȃȶಶ̩Ȇდ̳ȷͅ۾̱̀͜Ȃಶژવٺ̦̜̭ͥ͂ͬདྷ̱̠͕ͦ̀̓́͘Ȃ൳̲΋
ȜΑ͈ڠ୆͂๤͓̀͜ఱ̧̈́ओ͉̞̈́ȃ࿔აȂळ̥̈́อإષ͈ۼ֑̞͉̜̦ͥȂ̷͉͈ͦͣ̓ڠ
୆͜ͅ෇͈͛ͣͦͥ́͜Ȃવٺ̢͈͠ۼ֑̞̜͉́ͥ͂এ̥̹ͩͦ̈́̽ȃ̭͉ͦȂຊ৪̺̫́̈́
̩Ȃ඾ུࢊঐ൵ͅ۾̹ͩ̽ޗ֥஠֥͈փࡉ̜́ͥ͜ȃ 
̱̥̱̦̈́ͣȂRees͈ાࣣȂඅͅอإٛ͞დͅ۾̳ͥুࡨບث̦೩̩Ȃȶ඾ུࢊ̦ષ਀͉́̈́
̞ȷ̞̠͂อ࡞̹͍̹͍ͬী̱̹ͅȃޔ̩ͣȂু໦ু૸͈อإͬఈ͈ڠਠ৪̷͈ͦ͂๤ڛ̱̀௖
చا̧̞͈́̈́́Ȃບث̦ئ̦͈͉̞̥ͥ́̈́͂ࣉ̢ͣͦͥȃ̹͘Ȃ๞͈ܛབ೒ͤȂࡢ༆ঐ൵́
͉อإ͈ഁୃͅশۼ̥̫̹̦ͬȂ̷͈̭͂́ݙͅȶ඾ུࢊ̦ષ਀͉̞́̈́ȷ͈֣͂યͬ঵̵̹̀
̱̹̽͘خෝ଻̜ͥ͜ȃ୬ͅ૘ͦ̀Ȃুࡨບث̠ͬࣞ͛ͥ̈́͢΋ιϋΠͬဓ̢̹̦Ȃߎ਀փে͈
ޑ̞อإٛ͞დͅ۾̱̀Ȃ͜ ̽͂ু૞ͬ঵̠͉̠̱̹̽̀ͣ̓ͣ͜ͅၻ̞̥ࣉ̢͙̀ͥຈါ̦̜
ͥȃ 
̠͜ 1 ത͉Ȃ৘͉ȂRees ͉დ̳̭͂ͤ͢͜Ȃඋ͚̭͈༷͂ࣾͅඳ̯ͬ༴̢̞̹̞̠̭̀͂͂
̜́ͥȃ๞͉૯࿂࿒̈́ڠ୆̜̹̦́̽Ȃ̷ ͈෎૤̯͉ຈ̴̱͜ܢྎΞΑΠ͈Α΋ͺ͉ͅ฽ד̯ͦ
̥̹̈́̽ȃඅͅȂːܿෝ͈ಎ́͜Ȃུ૽̦ະං਀͂এ̞̽̀ͥٛდͤ͢Ȃඋٜ͈ංത͈༷̦૝͍
̥̹̈́̽ȃུ૽͂̽̀͜ͅȂ̭͈ࠫض͉փٸ͈̜̹̠̜̈́́̽́ͥ͜͢ȃ 
߃ාȂಶژવٺ৪͈࡞ࢊޗ֗ͅ۾̱͉̀Ȃ਀დͬల 1࡞ࢊ̱͂Ȃ੥ܱͬల 2࡞ࢊ̳͂ͥΨͼς
ϋ΄σޗ֗ͬଔૺ̳ͥܥ׋̦ࣞͤͬ͘ࡉ̵̞̀ͥȃ඾ུ́͜Ȃ2008 ාͅȂΨͼςϋ΄σ̠ͧޗ
͈֗ڠࢷ̜́ͥȶྶୀڠ׬ȷ̦౪୆̱̹ȃΐθȆ΃ηϋΒȪ2008ȫ͉Ȃ̠ͧ঱͈Ψͼςϋ΄σޗ
֗͜ͅల 1࡞ࢊ͂ల 2࡞ࢊ͈௖ࡽջంب୰̦ഐ؊̧̱́ͥ͂Ȃల 1࡞ࢊ̱͈͂̀਀დ͈ঀဥͬਹ
ণ̱Ȃ̷͈आݶ͈֚໐̱͂̀ȂȶASLȪಕȇͺις΃਀დȫ͈ႁ͂םࢊ͈උ͙੥̧͈ႁ͈͂ۼͅ
ခփ͈۾߸̦̜̹̽ȷ̳͂ͥίςϋΜ͂ΑΠυϋΈ͈ࡄݪȪ1998ȫ͞ȂȶASL͂ঐ໲ল̦̩́͢
̧ͥ঱ൺ୆ര͉Ȃםࢊ͈උٜႁ̥̹ࣞ̽͜ȷ̞̠͂ΩΟῧρθΔͼ͈ࡄݪȪ1998ȫͬત̱ٚ̀
̞ͥȃ̾ͤ͘Ȃȶਖڠஜͅ࡞ࢊȪಕȇ਀დȫͬ೒̱̀ٽැഎܖ๕̱̥ͬ̽ͤڕං̳̭̦ͥ͂Ȃ̷
͈ࢃ͈םࢊ͈උ͙੥̧͈ႁ͈อో͈ஜ೹ૄ࠯ȷ̜̞̠̭̜́ͥ͂͂́ͥȃ 
Rees ͈ાࣣ͉ȂςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈͥ͢ͅၑٜ̦ಎ૤́Ȃםࢊ́͜඾ུࢊ́͜Ȃ਀დͬ஠̩
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ঀ̞ͩ̈́ȃICU ͉ͅ඾ུ਀დ̧̦́ͥ඾ུࢊޗ঍̞̞̈́͜ષȂRees ু૸͜ςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈ
ͥ͢ͅڠਠͬܛབ̱̹͈́Ȃ࡞ࢊޗ̤̫֗ͥͅ਀დ͈ਹါ଻ͅచ̳ͥ෇ে̦̫̞̹ࠧ̀ȃ΃ηϋ
Β͈ͣঐഊ͉Ȃͧ ̠঱͈਀დ͈ႁ͂ల 2࡞ࢊ̜́ͥםࢊ͈උٜႁ͈۾߸̞̺̦̾̀ͅȂࣽ ͈ٝ঑
׳ͬ೒̲̀Ȃ൳̲̠̈́͢߹̦࢜ Rees ͈඾ུࢊ͈උٜႁ͜ͅ෇̭̦͛ͣͦͥ͂ྶ̥̹ͣ̈́̽ͅȃ
௲̻Ȃإ୊࡞ࢊ͂ςΛίςȜΟͻϋΈͬ೒̲ ȶ̀დ̳ȷȶ໳̩ȷ͈ ޗ֗ͬ਋̫̹ Rees͈ાࣣȂȶඋ
͙੥̧ȷ̦ಁ̦̻ͦ́Ȃஆहഎͅߎ਀̜́ͥخෝ଻͉̩ࣞȂ൚੝̥ͣಕփͬۓ̧̳͓̜̹ܳ́̽
͈̜́ͥȃ৾ͤ੄̱਎ު͈ඤယ͜Ȃอإٛ͞დ͈Ⴏਠ̺̫̩́̈́Ȃȶඋٜȷঐ൵ͅఉ̩͈শۼͬ
ڬ̧̩͓̜̹́̽͂এͩͦͥȃ 
 
̤ͩͤͅġ
ಶژવٺ৪͈ڠਠ঑׳͈΋ȜΟͻΥȜΠͬ೒̲̀Ȃຊ৪ু૸̦ڠ̺̭͉ͭ͂Ȃȶڠਠ৪ͬ౶ͥ
̭͂ȷ͞ȶڠਠ৪͈ܛབͬఄਹ̳̭ͥ͂ȷ͈ఱ୨̯̜́ͥȃڠਠ৪̽̀͢ͅȂવٺ͈೾ഽ͜঑׳
͈ඤယ͜အș͈̈́́Ȃমஜͅდ̱ࣣ̞ͬਹ͇Ȃ́ ̧̺̫ͥڠਠ৪͈ܛབͅ״̹̽ഐ୨̈́చ؊̳ͬ
̭̦ͥ͂ຈါ̜́ͥȃ̹͘Ȃȶ঑׳͉͂௖ࡽ࢐ၠ͈ાȷ̜́ͤ͜Ȃ঑׳ͅ۾ͩͥ૽ۼ̦ຈ̴̱͜
୺࿝ز̜́ͥຈါ͉̩̈́Ȃ͚̱ͧ൳ଲయ͈ڠ୆൳আ͈༷̦ၻ̞ાࣣ̜ͥ͜ȃྫაȂশ͉ͅ୺࿝ز
͈փࡉͬ໳̩̭͂͜ఱ୨̺̦Ȃڠਠͬ঑׳ً̳ͥ೾̷͈͈͜ͅȂఉ̩͈ڠ͍͂ܨ̧͈̿ܥ̦̜ٛ
ͥȃࢵͅȂڠਠͅచ̳ͥບث͈࿚ఴ̜́ͥȃવٺ̢͠ͅȂুఈ͂͜ෝႁ̦ୃ̱̩෇ে̯̞ͦ̈́ા
ࣣ͜ఉ̩Ȃඅͅȶুࡨບث̭ͬࣞ͛ͥ͂ȷ͉ఱ୨̜̲̹́ͥ͂ۜȃ͂൳শͅȂવٺ৪̷̸̦ͦͦ
༴̢̞̀ͥȶ৻തͬ౶̭ͥ͂ȷ͜དྷ͉̞ͦ̀̈́ͣ̈́ȃ்̧̺̫̞́ͥশܢ̥ͣȂ৻തͬ࣪໚̳ͥ
̹͈͛ঐ൵̦ຈါ̜́ͤȂ̷ ͈ાࣣ͉୺࿝ز͈͂Ⴒࠈ̦ະخ̜ࠧ́ͥȃવٺ৪͈࡞ࢊෝႁ͈ບث
༹༷͜Ȃવٺ͈ਅ႒͂೾ഽ̽̀͢ͅࡉೄ̧̯͓̜̠ͦͥ́ͧȃ 
 
४ࣉ໲ࡃȇġ
ΐθȆ΃ηϋΒȪ2008ȫȶ਀დႁ͂ڠႁ͈͂۾߸ͅ۾̳ͥࡄݪȷ஠࣭̠ͧ঱ͬ̾͜૶͈ٛ༎Ȃऎș
࿐ႃঊ۬ਘȸΨͼςϋ΄σ̠́ͧ঱͉֗̾ȝ඾ུ਀დίρΑ੥ܱ඾ུࢊ́ޗ֗ͬȊȹ୆ڰ
੥֭Ȃ79Ƚ118༁ 
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Hearing Impairment and Special Needs Provision: An English Perspective 
 
Speaker: ,QUGRJ4GGU, The University of Sheffield (BA Japanese)  
                   International Christian University (OYR) 
 
My Personal Background: 
 
 I was born deaf. I have lost almost all of my high frequency hearing and so wear hearing aids 
in both ears. Consequently, I can hear about twenty percent of speech. This means that I can hear mostly 
vowel sounds. I find consonants very difficult to hear and so lip-read in order to work out what people are 
saying to me. This means that in Japanese sounds which are very difficult for me to hear sounds such as, 
̻(chi), ̱ (shi), ̳(su) and̾(tsu) which are almost impossible to for me to distinguish.    
 
 My family has no history of deafness and so I was brought up in an English speaking 
environment. I attended a specialist primary school and secondary school where I learnt sign language but 
also had extensive speech therapy in order to improve my language skills.   
 
The kind of support I receive at my home institution (The University of Sheffield, UK): 
 
 The Government provides funding for disabled students to gain access to education. I use my 
funding in order to have a number of aids at university. I currently have: 
 
1) A Radio-Aid. This is a hearing device which transmits sound straight to my hearing aids. It is a 
one way receiver of sound and I give it to my teachers so I can hear them clearly. The radio aid 
also blocks out background noise and so I often use it in other places as well such as the canteen 
when I am with my friends.  
2) I have note-takers who write down everything that happens in the lessons to ensure that I do not 
miss anything.  
3) I find that One-to-One lessons are really useful to consolidate what I have leant and to check for 
mistakes and things have not heard correctly. 
4) I also have twenty five percent extra time in exams   
 
Sheffield University is well known in the UK for providing support for students with hearing impairment 
and is one of the main reasons why I chose to go there. 
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My opinions of the support I receive from ICU: 
 
 Although the support system at ICU is not very advanced and there is limited specialist 
knowledge of the support deaf students need, my opinions of ICU are favorable. This is because all of the 
staff at ICU have been more than willing to help me and arrange an individual support system for me. 
This is the most important thing about special needs provision. It is the recognition that every disabled 
person is different and has different needs.    
 
Suggestions regarding support at ICU: 
 
Many Universities and schools in the UK have in recent years adopted ‘disabled-friendly-forms 
of teaching’. This is because it not only makes students and teachers more able to meet the needs of 
disabled students but also it is conducive to learning generally. Many things which you should do as a 
teacher of a deaf student, such as: 

1) Not turn your back on the pupils while talking  
2) Provide standardized handouts  
3) Reduce background noise levels 

These practices not only help students with special needs but also regular students as well. 
 
ICU needs to continue its personal approach to provision because this is one of its greatest 
strengths. However I feel it needs to match this with a more specialized knowledge of various disabilities 
in order to improve the service it provides to current and prospective students who have special needs.    
 
ŒŶŦŴŵŪŰůŴġŢųŦġŸŦŭŤŰŮŦġ
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September 3, 2008 
 
During the spring of 2007 I remember being very stressed. Not only did I have to complete my 
second year of Japanese Studies at the University of Sheffield but I also had to apply for a year abroad 
placement. The stress stemmed from the fact that many Japanese universities appeared reluctant to accept 
me. This was due to my deafness.  
 
I was born severe to profoundly deaf in both ears. I have lost most of my high frequency hearing 
and can hear roughly 25% of speech.  I grew up in London to non-deaf parents, I wear hearing -aids in 
both ears and use other specialist equipment. My parents did not learn to use sign language and so I was 
brought up to be ‘oral’. Speech therapy and other specialist input from an early age helped me to become 
competent at speech.  
 
Although I do wear hearing aids, they cannot give you back the sound that you have lost. They 
are merely amplifiers of sound; consequently I rely on lip-reading in most of my day to day life. My 
friends soon realise that they have to be looking at me in order for me to be able to understand what they 
are saying. My lip-reading in English is good but I still have to ‘guess’ words and ‘fill in the blanks’. My 
competence in English is such that I am able to do this correctly most of the time. However I have found 
lip-reading and ‘filling in the blanks’ to be most challenging when learning a foreign language.  
 
I began studying Japanese at school. My school offered French, German and Japanese. 
Originally I chose to do French. However, it was too difficult for me because I found it had too many 
sounds in it that I could not hear.  German was also very difficult because although it was lower in 
frequency, many sounds are made using the back of the throat. This meant that lip-reading was impossible. 
Consequently I opted to do Japanese.  
 
Although Japanese was for me, the easiest of the three, I still find it difficult. Due to my hearing 
loss, high frequency sounds such as ‘chi’ ‘shi’ ‘tsu’ and ‘su’ are almost impossible to distinguish.  
 
Since primary school, while in lessons I use a radio-aid in addition to my hearing aids. This is a 
small device which the teacher wears around his or her neck. It picks up the teacher’s voice, amplifies it 
and then sends it (like a radio) directly to my hearing aids. The reason why it is useful is because the 
radio-aid can cut out unnecessary/background noise. At Sheffield University I used a radio aid in every 
lesson. I also had a note taker for all of my lessons which were lecture based.  
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I was surprised to realise that in Japan it is rare for deaf people to have access to an integrated 
tertiary education. Sheffield University struggled to find me a placement for my year abroad but 
thankfully ICU said they were willing to support my needs and so September 1st 2007 saw me arrive on 
campus to take up residence at Second Men’s Dormitory.  
 
Within the first few days a meeting was set up between myself and the JLP department to 
discuss my needs. I am not sure what the JLP staff were expecting but I suspect that after that initial 
meeting they may have felt that providing me with support would be easier than they had anticipated. 
Although there was limited specialist knowledge within the department with regards to provision for deaf 
students, I was very impressed and thankful that the ethos of the department was such that staff were 
willing to both learn about my needs and also meet them in any way they could. At that meeting we set up 
the following system which would help me complete my course. All of my teachers would wear a radio 
aid in lessons. The teacher would wear it around his or her neck like a necklace and it would pick up the 
sound of their voice and transmit it directly to my hearing aids. I had brought my radio-aid from the UK 
and was responsible for looking after it, handing it to the teacher at the start of the lesson and to recharge 
the batteries in it every night. The radio aid had a big effect on my ability to understand what was going 
on in class and caused little disruption to the flow of teaching or to the class. Initially this technology 
caused a bit of a stir but soon everyone in the class grew accustomed to it.  
 
Obviously the section of the course that posed the biggest problem for me was the listening 
aspect. In the first term the class watched the film “My Neighbour Totoro” ȶႋ͈ΠΠυȷ. I tried to 
watch it but due to it being anime, I found it impossible to follow. Not being able to lip-read an animated 
character meant that I had to concentrate very hard to try and catch what was being said. We also had a 
class that involved listening to a tape. This was also very difficult for me and I would often come out of 
the class feeling very tired due to concentrating so hard and frustrated due to often getting all of the 
answers wrong. It was decided that it was not fair to make me participate in the anime film class and that 
it would be better to focus on other areas instead. Consequently for two lessons a week I had out of class, 
one-to-one support instead. In these classes which were with final year ICU Students, I would go over the 
work I had done in class and query things I found hard or might have missed. One of our exams was based 
on reading aloud in Japanese. I found that these lessons were very useful for improving my pronunciation 
of certain sounds and to help establish a normal reading speed.  
 
In the UK deaf students get extra time for completing their exams and this was another thing 
that ICU implemented. Although I did find accessing the course difficult I was anxious that the help I 
received was not disproportionate to my needs. I do not think that this was the case and with the support I 
received I was able to experience the JLP Intensive language course in the same way as anyone else. It 
was a very strenuous course and the support I received certainly did not mean I was ‘coasting’ through it. 
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Although I had extra support, I feel that I also put in the level of effort required by my teachers.          
 
Obviously deaf education at a tertiary level is a two way street. The deaf student, as well as the 
institution, both have to make an effort if an integrated education system is going to work. An integrated 
form of education fails if one side is unwilling to co-operate with and understand, the others point of view. 
On the side of the university this means realising that each disabled student will have different needs and 
require an education package that is tailored to them. The student also has an obligation to realise that 
they cannot have everything and should accept that they must not rely on extra support to carry them 
through a course.  
 
I feel that my success at ICU is evidenced by the unique support package that was put in place 
for me and by my completion of the year.  
 
I hope that my experience at ICU inspires other hearing impaired students to consider the 
possibilities of integrated tertiary education in Japan. I also hope that ICU realise that they have the ability 
to not only to provide this kind of service but to provide it well. For many, the experience of a year abroad 
is one they never forget. My year abroad was certainly unforgettable. I suppose one of the things that 
makes me cherish my memories of ICU is that I realise just how lucky I was to be accepted. ICU could 
have easily dismissed my application as being too much ‘trouble’. Luckily they gave me a chance. I hope 
that ICU realise how grateful I am for that chance and how effective the support they provided actually 
was. I hope that ICU explore the possibility of accepting hearing impaired students in the future and 
expanding the services available to them. I found ICU to be a great university and it would be a shame if 
others could not experience it solely due to being deaf. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those at ICU who were involved in my 
everyday education and support needs during my year abroad. This includes all of my teachers, student 
assistants and the head of the Japanese Language Programme. I hope I did not disappoint you and am 
indebted for all the effort you put into my education during my year in Japan.       
 
Ȫ΍ͼϋ͉જၞȫ 
 
Joseph Rees 
BA Japanese: The University of Sheffield (UK) 
OYR 2007/8 International Christian University (Japan) 
 

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